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Abstract  
 
Project CYBERCONNECT is a project that aims to raise awareness about           

cyberbullying, a serious,common problem in this current tech-era. It also aims to provide             

advice and tips to Hwa Chong students so that they know what to do when they                

encounter cyberbullying. In the latest survey done by Channel News Asia,           

three-quarters of the children and teenagers in Singapore said they had been bullied             

online, and almost all of the victims did not inform their parents. As such, our target                

audience are Secondary 1 and 2 students as they are prone to cyberbullying, being at               

the age where they have probably just received their mobile devices and the world of               

social media is still new to them. They will be able to gain more insight on cyberbullying                 

through our website, which incorporates a lesson on cyberbullying , short and            

educational quizzes, posters and even interviews of past victims and information           

obtained from a variety of sources on this topic, and help to eliminate this problem.  

 

 
 
Introduction  
 
1.1 What is cyberbullying? 

 

According to Google: the use of electronic communication to bully a person, typically by              

sending messages of an intimidating or threatening nature. 

 

1.2 Our Rationale 

 

With social media apps getting better and improving constantly, many internet “trolls”            

have twisted the aspect of anonymity provided by these platforms to spread            

unhappiness and resentment. One example of this would be the case of Brandy Vela,              

an 18 year old who shot herself in the chest due to anonymous individuals who utilised                



 

an untraceable smartphone and generated fake profiles of her using her personal            

information, endlessly tormenting her. ( according to BABBLE ) 

 

We, as students ourselves have noticed the proliferation of such cases on all many              

whatsapp chats. Be it name-calling, a brief exchange of vulgarities, or the uploading of              

unpermitted “unglams”, all these actions demoralize victims and can leave life-lasting           

traumas, and this is unacceptable. 

 
 
1.3 Our Objectives 
 
Our project aims to:  

- Raise awareness on the problem of cyberbullying in Hwa Chong 

- Give advice to former cyberbullying victims ( particularly sec 1s and 2s / students              

aged 13-14 ) 

 
 
 
1.4 Resources  
 
Our resource package includes the following : 
 

● Website ( collection and incorporation of all the below ) 
● Skit 
● Posters 
● Personal anonymous interviews 
● Instagram publicity page ( @project.cyberconnect ) 
● Advice, brief run-down and helplines ( cyberbullying ) 
● Lesson package 
● Infographic Video 
● Short cyberbullying quizzes  

 
 
 
 



 

Target Audience 
 

Our target audience are Hwa Chong students aged 13-14, as this is the age where most                

children/students have received their smartphones and are innocent and oblivious of the            

dangers of social media, leaving them especially susceptible to cyberbullies. 

 
 
Literature Review  
 
The increase in the amount of cyberbullying cases throughout the years has been             

conspicuous, and the consequences that follow cyberbullying have also been dire. 

 

According to BBC news, seemingly innocuous children are also very capable of being             

cyber bullies themselves, and could cause a tragic accidents, in this case, the untimely              

death of teen Gabriella Green. The BBC news also emphasized how children are             

especially vulnerable to cyberbullying, as can be seen from “Communications watchdog           

Ofcom” recently reported that one in 10 young people aged 12-15 have been bullied              

online.” 

 

As such, there is an impetus for us to embark on this project to raise the awareness of                  

cyberbullying in Hwa Chong.  

Methodology 
This is our website, which will incorporate all the final products 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 



 

 



 

 
Needs Analysis 
 
 
These are secondary one students from Hwa Chong

 
As can be seen from the figures above, a whopping 10/25 responses ( 40 percent )                

rated our products a 10 on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being excellent and 1 being                   

horrible.  



 

 
 
Our products’ effectiveness is emphasized from the above results, and 24/25 ( 96             

percent ) of the surveyed feel that our products would be useful for cyberbullying              

victims. 

 

 



 

 
 
We are very happy to see that the aim of our project has been achieved, as people are                  

giving feedback like “I think it will be effective in giving people a greater understanding               

of cyberbullying and what they can do to stop it” and “It taught me more about                

cyberbullying” 

 

 
As can be seen from the figures above, a majority of those surveyed feel that it is crucial                  

to stop cyberbullying, with 30/70 ( 42.9 percent ) feeling very strongly about this, rating it                

a 10 on a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being very important and 1 being not important at all.  

 



 

 
As can be seen from the pie chart above, 65.7 % of those interviewed had friends who                 
had gotten bullied online, who highlights the prevalence of cyberbullying. 
 
Thus, from all these gathered results, we have concluded that the students generally 
feel that it is essential to embark on taking measures against and stopping cyberbullying 
in the Hwa Chong campus and we have resolved to better our project in order to tackle 
this problem 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Development of resources 
 

We have created multiple surveys and we have gotten some feedback from secondary             

1 and secondary 2 students. From these feedback, we have noted the general             

amendments that secondary 1 and 2 students would like to see implemented and we              

have done as requested, such as adding of more pictures and include more vibrant              

colours and the inclusion of a cyberbullying skit. 

 

  
Products and results 
 
After finishing our final products, we conducted a second pilot test in order to amass               

comments and the general perspectives and views of our project from secondary 1 and              

2 students. Many of these students left constructive comments, such as the ones shown              

below and our project was well-acclaimed. 

 

“Attractive and appealing website” 
“Informative and straightfoward! Very good!” 
“I have managed to learn more about cyberbullying through this package” 
 
 
 
Outcome and discussion 
 
A final decision was to add more material to our website so as to elaborate further on                 

the problem of cyberbullying. As per Mr Tan Chee Wee’s advice, we also managed to               

read up more on this matter and were able to collect and include information from               

different websites that specialised in cyberbullying. We also added more quizzes in            

order to better assess the netizens surfing our website, hoping to find out how much               

they had learnt whilst browsing through our website,thus giving our website more            

interactivity. We also decided to make the posters more comprehensible and the video             

more cartoonish, so as to appeal to secondary 1’s and 2’s, and prevent them from               



 

clicking off our website due to boredom. We also revamped our website, by adding              

more pictures and increasing the size of the fonts, making it more consumer friendly. 

 
 
Limitations and further improvement 
 
We might further expand our scope of audience to upper sec students or to primary               

students as they may receive their first phones by then. It is best to educate them at a                  

young age rather than let them grow and mature under the wrong influence 

One limitation of our project would be that there is a barrier of privacy surrounding all                

the information gathered at HCI.  

Conclusion 
 

In conclusionl, project CYBERCONNECT has been a rather fruitful project and has            

allowed us a group to mature as individuals and understand how serious cyberbullying             

is. Even after this project has been finished, we will still do what we can as students to                  

alleviate the grievances of cyberbullying victims, as well as minimize the occurrence of             

such cases. Though project CYBERCONNECT has been very time-consuming and          

challenging, we still think all the effort that we have poured into this project has not been                 

wasted, as we have done our part for a global cause. Teamwork and diligence were               

integral facets of this project, as we had to persevere and continue to update the project                

despite the whirlwind of common tests, and varying timetables. As a result of the              

project, we have also become more cognisant and creative. 
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